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FOREWORD 

This is one of a series of reports in the general field of wool 
type fabrics and alternates to conserve wool, with special reference 
to the physical features by which clothing structures contribute to 
the protection and effectiveness of the soldier. 

This report was prepared by Harris Research Laboratories under 
Contract No. DA 19-129 QM 1336, Headquarters Quartermaster Research and 
Engineering Command, Quartermaster Research and Engineering Center, u.s. 
Army, Natick, Massachusetts. The contract, entitled "Investigation of 
Properties of .-Synthetic Fibers in Blends with Wool," was initiated under 
Proj~ct No. _7-93-18-Q20A, Development of Alternate Fabrics to Conserve 
Wool: Task: Development of principles to fmprove the insulating charac
teristics and "comfort" of textile fabrics combinations, and was admini
stered under the direction of the Textile, Clothing and Footwear Division, 
Headquarters Quartermaster Research and Development Center with Mr. Constantin 
J. Monego acting as project leader. 

This material is contractor's Report No. 31, for the quarter ending 
March 11, 1959, the first quarter of this contract. 



INVESTIGATION OF PROPERTIES OF SYNTHETIC 
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DRY THERMAL INSULATION OF THICK CLorBING 

******** 

This rep~t presents a physical an£1ysis of an insulated cylinder 

sys tem in use in thi$ 1abo:rc9.toey and insulating values or thermal · resis:.. 

tances pb~ unit thickness obt~ined on certain types of clothing materials 

u·ader dry conditions. The the'll':Jllal ·measulC'ements are made in terms of thick-

ness while i~ pl~ce in the teets, and include the effect of thickness 

decrease a~a density inc~effiae brought ~bout by bending to fit on the 

test cylince~. There is more c~,nge of thickness for thick foam or batt 

mater:i.a1s than f or w·oven fa.b:ril!! layel.:"IE!, which is one factor involved in 

use in clothing that is not inv~lved in tests on flat plates. 

The over~all heat flow rates, or over-all thermal resistance of 

clothing assemblies, which have been used for greater-than-or-less-than 

comparisons in previous reports, have bee~ refined to came closer to being 
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measurements of the thermal resistanc:e of particular layers, by making 

more accurate corrections for heat losses through the insulated ends of 

the test equipment, and by measuring temperature gradients through the 

clothing itself. As a system for m~Lsuring thermal resistance, the 

cylinder used in this laboratory is best suited to layers ranging in 

thickness from 0.2 to 2.0 or 2.5 em. This extends to heavy arctic or 

flying clothingo At the still greatE~r thicknesses required for sleeping 

bag materials and building insulati<n:L, the effect of further insulation 

on the sides becomes small, and the z·esults increase in variability. 

Since two independent methods of measuring rate of heat transfer, one 

in steady state, the other in cooling, are applied in each test, the 

accuracy of the methods can be determ.ined by comparison, showing that 

within tle optimum range, thermal insulation can be measured with ± o.035°C 

m2/watt or about ± 0.2 Clo unit as the root mean square deviation of the 

cooling method and the steady state method from their average, in one 

pair of tests. Since the variability is random from test pair to test 

pair, a modest replication can considerably improved the measurement. 

The intrinsic thermal resistance of a;~olyurethane foam was found 

to be 0.30° C m2/watt em or 4.9 Clo p•ar inch. This appears to be more 

insulation per unit thickness than fo:r woven fabrics. Results obtained 

on thick layers of batting are much m•:n-e variable, and are likely to 

error on the low side. Allowing for this, intrinsic resistance similar 

to foams is indicated. While the usud "practical" value for clothing 

plus air layers is 4 Clo/inch, the thc~rmal conductivity for still air is 

close to 7 Clo per inch, so these thic:k, low density layers of foams or 

batts may offer a real increase in inuulation over woven or knitted 

textile st~uctures. 
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DRY THERMAL INSOLATION OF THICK CLOJ:HING 

I. PURPOSE 

The basic purpose of this report is to establish a more quanti

tative and accurate basis for comparisons of over~ll rates of heat loss, 

and measurement of the effects of separate layers of material within the 

total system. With ~ore accur£te knowledge of dry clothing systems the 

heat loss by mechanisins involving water or water vapor can be more 

accurately compared with the mechanisms which operate in dry clothing. 

The tests involved in the p~esent report were all with dry clothing. 

In earlier reports, the combined or over-all cooling through cloth

ing assemblies by all routes including evaporation,if this was involved, 

has been measured in either of two ways: 

a. Ste&dy st~te method, in which power supply is adjusted to 

secure a const&nt, selected internal temperature. 

b. Cooling method, in which the power supply is reduced or cut 

off, &nd i·nternal tempe~&tUt~e ia foUowed until a new steady state or 

final temper&t~ze i~ eetc~.bli$hed. The exponential cooling law is used 

to determine the r~te ®f he&t t~~u$misaion by all mechanisms combined. 

Each tiif theee methods ~&~Ill be u&aed to make "greater, equal or less 

t'fue.l.n" c<Omplll'.:d .. sc1!1la between the oveZ"r.•&!.:~lL heat loss rates for any pair of 

clothing IB.EJl:lemblies ()'f!: c-OO.d:!!.tims. The comparisons are sharpened, 

howeve'!!:, if the lo&:lsss thxough the clothing assembly itself can be 

isolated from the losses through the insulated ends of the test system, 

and if the therm2l resistance of the clothing itself can be separated from 

that of other layers, including the air film outside the clothing, between 

it and the general environment. 
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In recent work on thick cloth:Lng it is especially desirallllW to 

determine the end losses with great•~ accuracy, since with thick clothing 

the total loss from the whole systa:11 comes to be not much larger than. 

the end loss correction alone. The need for accuracy in the end loss 

correction is greater, of course, the larger the fraction which the end 

loss is of the whole loss. In Repm~t 24 of this series (1) a calculation 

of the correction for the cooling mnthod was made, using published values 

{2) for the thermal insulation of dry cotton. Subsequent work, reported 

here, gives general confirmation of this calculation. • 

The present purposes also include obtaining data on certain cloth-

ing materials, particularly batts of polyester fiber, and on polyurethane 

foam structures. 

II. EXPEB.D!IENTAL METH<DS 

Equipment, test procedure: 

All of the work in this report deals with one test facility• ~he 

"cold box" or "cold wind tunnel" cell or "arm", a hollow brass cylinder 

two inches in diameter, with 7.4 inches working length for clothiag 

cover. This is sketched in Figure 1. The two ends of the cylinder are 

insulated by rect&ngul~ blocks approximately 2 inches thick, 4 inches 

high, and 4 inches broad, into which the metal ends of ·the cylinder txtend 

about one inch. One of these b simple insulation, a light but stiff 

foamed structure; the other is an ai·r filled wood and plastic box used 

for support of the electrical connections. The chief feature is that 

both ends provide roughly an inch of rather good insulation, so that 

for relatively thin layers of clothi1ll8, the major path for loss is through 
• 

the sides. In all tests discussed h1are, the wind tunnel was operated at 



5 miles per hour air speed, with air at from -2 to -4° c., so that the 

environment into which heat is lost is constant. The cold environment 

is maintained by a deep freeze chest with thermostatic control. 

As a preliminary to every cooling curve, a steady state period has 

been established, so that both methods of measurement are available for 

each test of each matexial. The first period corresponds to a period of 

activity at a high metabolic rate, and, when relations of clothing with 

water are being investigated, with evaporation of sweat from a water 

carrying chamois layer in fmmediate contact with the brass cell. During 

this period water vapor if present moves through and in part is condensed 

within the clothing layers. Since the area of the sides of the cylinder 

is 0.0315 m2, each watt flowing through the sides corresponds to 27.3 Kg 

ca1/m2 hr. 

Whether the test ia one in which wster is present or not, the first 

period oper~tion continues until a steady supply of electric power main

t~ins a steady body temperature, usu&11y 3o.oe c. at the point of measure

ment. The criterion of S?Jccese in this adjustment, which is made manually 

and stepwise by the obs~~er, is th&t the temperature should be steady 

within 0.1~ c. for et l~at 5 minute~ . The w&tts power supplied refer to 

this s teady pel.'iod, not to pre:iim~cy adjus tments. 

Following the. stoody ~tt&t.e peziod of exercise or sweating, the 

power b reduced t~ a low level ~O'.!:'reaponding to metabolism of a man at 

rest or "pinned down," or the pOiN'f!!' may be cut off. If power continues 

at a lower level, the cooling observations must be continued for about 

120 minutes to find the new steady state internal temperature; if the power 

is cut off, the final temper &ture is taken as that of the cold environment. 
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Site of temperature measurement: 

One experimental detail which 1Bakes a degree of difference in the 

results is the site of temperature m•!&Surement, for the internal or body 

temperature. In most of the work, tbis has been a thermistor, in contact 
• 

with the end of the metal cylinder, 1tnd protected by the insulation of the 

box carrying the electrical contacts.. Th~s temperature is designated as Tb. 

In more recent work, "the -aurfac~e temperatu .. of the chamois layer 

covering the brass cylinder has been measured, by a nickel wire resist-

ance grid which averages the surface temperature. This surface tempera-

ture of the body under the clothing has been designated Ts. In the pre

sentation of the experimental result~~, attention is drawn to which site 

is involved. 

In general, Tb and Ts are not t:he same, but the differencesdo not 

exceed a few degrees in some 33° c. temperature span from body to air. 

The range of these differences is shewn in Figure 2a. These differences 

arise beea'illse the two temperature mea.suring sites are analogous to the 

galvanometer terminal points in a Wheatstone bridge electrical circuit, 

as diagrammed in Fi~e 2b. There is a. pair of internal thermal resis-

tances, between e.to1.ch site and the sou11:ce of heat, and another pair of 

external thermal resietwcee, between each site and the cold enviromnent. 

The external resistnce of the ends, Eb, :ls constant, but that of the 

sides, E8 , varies with the amount of clothing used in the tests. Since 

the internal ~esiat~ces Ib and I 8 are also constant, there is only one 

amount of clothing for which the "bri,dge" can be in "balance", that is, 

~ ·~ 
ED .. i~s 
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The variation between Tb and T8 is kept at a small value because the in-

ternal resistance are quite small relative to the external ones, and 

because, unlike the electrical analogy, there is practically a "short 

circuit" between Tb and Ts, through the metal test cylinder. 
-

Grid arrangements for layer measurements: 

Another experimental detail which matters in determining the reais-

tance of given layers is the location of the grid of wire used for measur-

ing tempers.ture, with respect to the fabric layer which supports the wire, 

and with respect to the layer of clothing material. The temperature 

measuring grids were made of No. 38 high purity nickel wire with double 

enamel insulation, this material being chosen for its high temperature 

coeffi~Cient of resistance.(7}~ . The supporting fabric for the grids is 

9 oz. cotton sateen in all the tests involved · in this report. Other support 

mate:ri~ls h&ve been used in l~ter tests. The wires were attached by feed-

ing from the shuttle of a sewing machine, so that the regular sewing thread, 

carried by the needle, binds the wire to one surface of the fabric. Thus 

the thermal resistance of the fabric carrier is all on one side of the 

tempereture m~uring wires. 

The arr~gement used in ~11 of the tests with grids in this report 

is tWit the· wire sid~s we'!'e f&cing the leyezo of material to be tested so 

that the temper£t~J:e iHff~e'lll@e frlb inside to outside, Ti -T0 , measures 

the gradient thlt'oogh the fiber eseembly under test, plus only that of any 

air h.yem-s between test Wil.te:d.&Jl. and grid. Such air layers are kept to a 

minimum by firm wrapping and the use of rubber bands or pins to hold the 

layers securely. 
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It should be noted that a grid gives an average temperature at a 

particular level or radius in the as::sembly. While the work of Fonseca, 

Pratt, and Woodcock (8) shows that 1:he temperature of the surface of a 

cylinder in wind is not uniform, a ~~id gives a closely spaced average 

over the whole area which is suitablt! for the present calculations. 

Measurements of individual layers wh~lch can be made in an individual 

test, are possibly more precise comparisons of layers than are the (:OlD-

parisons which can be made without grids, by means of differences in 

total resistance of the sides. 

III. ANALYSIS A.ND CALIBRATION 
.. 

Considerations from definition of the1rmal resistance: 

In order to have better underst:anding in discussion of thermal 

resistmce of materials such as fabri.cs or clothing layers, it is help-

ful to review the ideas of resistance and resistivity in application to 

textile laye~s. By ar~logy with Ohm0 s law for flow of electricity, the 

flow of energy, W, meesured in watts, can be equated to the ratio of the 

potential, which is temperature difference, T2-Tl, divided by thermal 
.. 

resistance, Rh: 

(2) 

The te:cm "thermal ohm" has been propo!3ed for resistance such that the 

flow rete is one watt for 1° c. temp~rature difference (3). 

This defines Rh, the resistance in thermal ohms, as a character-

istic of a physical system without regard to cross section or thickness, 

and is the sense in which thermal res:Lstance is used in the discussion of 
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the Wheatstone bridge analogy for the two temperature measuring sites. 

However, it is also desirable to define the thermal resistance of unit 

area of a layer of material. If we take R as the thermal resistance of 

unit area (1 square meter) of a layer, and recall that the heat flow will 

be proportional to the area, A, or the resistance of the system inversely 

proportional to the area, we have 

(T2 -Tl)A (T2 -Tt)A 
W= R orR= W (3) 

This shows that the dimensions are (area x thermal resistance) and that 

it would be helpful to think of this property of layers as "area•resist-

ance.," The unit of area•resistance can be written as l°C m2/watt or 

1 m2 thermal ohm. The complexity of thinking and writing this area•re-

sistance unit in terms of its basic quantities can be avoided by using 

mOll:'e convenielnl.t y,.:-a~tical or specially named terms. The 11 tog" unit pro-

posed by Peirce aod Rees (4) is 0.1~ c. m2/watt, one tenth of the square 

meta-•therma.l ohm unit.. The "clo" unit (5) is O.l8°C m2hr/Kg cal, or 

O.lss~c m2fwatt~ or 1.55 togs. Conv~sely, l~c m2/watt or 10 togs is 

6.46 clo. 

We ~an further define, for a give~ material, a .specific resistance, 

R1, that of u~it azea &nd unit thi~kne8s, so that R = x R1, where x is 

the thickness. R1 is a u~it of reei~tivity, 8 C m2/watts em thickness. 

Practic~l units of re~iseivity ~ spe~lfic resistan~e can be tog/em or 
.. 

clo/inch. These units sze related as follows: 

l&C m2/~tt•em = 10 tog/em= 6.46 clo/em • 16.4 clo/in. 

0.,0618 C m2/watt•em • 0.61 tog/em= 0.394 clo/em • 1 clo/in. 
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In the discussion which follow·s, unless specially desigaated as 

specific resistance in resistivity units such as clo/inch we shall be 

concerned Wi.th area resistance, or resistmce of unit area of same layer 
li 

or series of layers, for example all the covering on the sides, 1.8 , or the 
\ 

air film between the outside of the clothing and the general enviromnent, 

l.a, or of the clothing material, Rc. 

Analysis of steady stste heat loss (dry) : 
~ : 

In the absence of evaporation, the whole ,heat loss may be taken as 
i ·~ 

proportional to the temperature difference. This is equivalent · to assert-
I 

ing that radiatioa., conduction, ali1d convection all combined az:e :proportional 

to the first power of the temperature difference, which is appro.ztmately 

true for sms.ll ranges of temperature. 

If l.s ~s the total thermal resistance of unit area of the sides of 

l'l 
the cylinder, with Ue& A8 , and if the 'effective ratio of area of ends 

to resi~tance of ~s is E, then for temper&ture difference (rb-Ta) from 

the "body" inside to the aix- outside: 

(4) 

where W a watts nppU.u, while the system is operatiug a~ constant in

ternal "body" tempet"ai:lt:re Tb· SimU.u relatioas hold if Ts, the body 

'the effective ~wll.at &l!'e& GJf ~he eM!s, and the thermal resist

ance of the ends, or theh' r&tio, E, cu be taken as constants. The re

sistance of unit area on the side, though, is composed of B.a, the resiat

ant:e of unit area .of the air layers outside the clothing, plus nR.g, the 

resistece of unit area of any layers, n in number, carrying temperature 

... 10 ... 
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measuring grids, such as are used in some of the tests, plus Rc the resis-

tance of unit area of the clothing. With different thicknesses of a given 

material, in which the intrinsic thermal resistance of unit area ts Rl 

per unit thickness, the clothing resistance becomes (r2-rl) R1, where r 2 

is the outer radius of the clothed assembly, and r 1 the inner radius of 

the clothing, or outer radius of the cylinder itself. 

With iner~sing thickness, As the area of the sides increases, so 

that the appropriate area for heat transfer using radius difference as 

a measure of thickness is the logarithmic mean area, Am, as discussed by 

McAdams (6) : 

_ 2 ;r- L(rz-rt) 
Am - 2.3 log1o (r2/r1) (S) 

-
In this, L is the length of the clothed side of the cylinder. Combining: 

• • 
(6) 

With rel~tively thick layers of clothing, the clothing resistance 

Rc en: (~2 ~r1) Rl, becomes l.uzge comp.sTed with the grid resistances nRg 

and the air resistance, Ra• Ra is kept at a low value by the constant air 
-

stream past the cylindell:'. Hei&c:e with tbiek clothing, we have: 

(7) 

Hence, if Am_/ (rz-~l) i6 plottl:ld ~ga:t:rwt: W/ (Tb~Ts,), an approximate str~ht 

line should result, which is mu~~ s~~aight for large values of (r2-r1), 

and hence for small va:J:m~s of Am/ (r2-1r1). This also involves the assump

tion that R1 is constant throughout the thickness, and, if more than one 

material is involved, for all the materials. The intercept at Am,/ (r2-rl) • 0 

gives a value for the end loss correction, in watts per degree, 
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E.. We 
Tb-Ta (8) 

Hence Eq. 6 can be rewritten 

W-we • ~ or Rs • Am (T],-Ta) 
Tb-Ta Rs W..We (9) 

--
End loss calibration, steady state: 

End loss calibrations have been carried out using both Tb and T8 

as indicators of body temperature. For calibration purposes, only tests 

in which both Tb and T4 were available have b6en used, so that both cali

brations are based on the same group of tests. For parallel presentation, 

figure numbers are followed by b for data based on Tb, and by s for data 

based on T8 • 

Figures 3b and 3s show data obtained with a number of materials in 

a wide ra.n.ge of thicknesses, from one layer of wool serge to more than an 

il<tch of battingo The least mean. square deviation line has been drawn on 

each chart, giving the extrapolated values for We, based on Tb, of 0.114 

watts/°C. and baaed on T8 , of 0.0864 watts/GC. However, owing to the 

approximations involved in using different materials, and in using the 

radius difference, (r2-r1) instead of the whole resistance these are not 

regarded as the best values for calculations of resistance. It may be 

noted, however, that a fairly lineaT relmtion is found. Comparison with 

the cooling method provides a b.ssis for more precise choice of a "best" 

value, as is devele'f>ed in fuzth.er discussion. 
--

Analysis of heat lose during cooling: 

During cooling tests, the power supply is either low or zero, so 

that Tb, the body temperature of the system cools from Tv, the steady state 

temperature with full power,. to Tf, the final steady temperature. With a 

low supply of power this i5l the temperature reached after about two hours 
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of cooling, that is, when no ~h~e is observed in 10 minutes. With the 

power completely off, it is the temperature of the cold wind tunnelo 

Making the aame &6sumption that the rate of heat loss is proportional 

to the temperature difference, T, we have 

dH 
_.,.~aT 
dt (10) 

where a is a conet~t of proportionality, the over-all rate of heat 

loss. Furtherm~re 

(11) 

where Cp is the heat cap£city of the "body," in gram calories per degree. 

The f&ctor 4.186 converts the heat capacity to watt seconds per degree. 

Combining, integrating~ and evaluating the constant of integration at 

t == o, the time the cooling stuts, 

(12) 

Henee» by plotting the logs~ithm of the difference from the final 

Hence 

However, 

= 13 -

= E +!a 
Rs 

(13) 

(14) 



So 

2.3 X 4.186 mC~ • E + ~ 
60 Rs (15) 

the 
By/ same approximations as for the determination of end loss in the 

steady state, m can be plotted against Am_/(r2-rl) to determine me at 
~ •• :r 

Am/ (r2-r1) ... 0. 

Thus the over~ll thermal resistance of unit area of the sides, 

Rs, can be calculated in units of °C m2/watt 

Rs = ~60~Am~-~-----=-~~ 
2.3 (m~) Cp 4.186 

=Am 6.224 
(m-me)Cp (16) 

and compared with the values derived from the steady state by Eq. 9, 

providiilg that Cp is known. The effective value of Cp can be determined 

by comparison of the steady state method with the cooling method, and is 

discussed after considering the calibration of the cooling method. 

End loss calibration, cooling: 

The plots of log of temperature difference against ttme for individual 

tests do give good straight lines, indicating that the exponential cooling 

process is~ good empirical description,that is, that within this range 

heat loss is proportional to temperatult'e difference. From these plots, m 

is determined for each cooling test, on the basis of change of body tempera-

ture measured at the end of the cylinder, Tb, or, when the grid was used, 

on the basis of chaimge of suzofa<ee tempe1reture, Ts• Figures 4b and 4s show 

m plotted against Am/(r2-r1) for the same sets of tests that were used to 

establish Weo For Figure 4b, the temperatures are body temperature Tb 
measured on the end by a thermistor, and for Figure 4s, body surface 

temperatures. 
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As in Figures 3b and 3s, least square deviation regression lines 

have calculated and dr~ on the chsrts, to determine the intercepts, for 

me based on Tb, 0.00604, for me based on Ts, 0.00555. 

From comparison of these values, and the extrapolated values of We 

obtained ~rlier, with the general relation of steady state and cooling 

methods, best values for calculation are obtained. 
.. 

Correction of c&libration by comparison of the two methods: 

In each individual test, data on a given insulating system are ob-

ta.ined by both the ste&dy state and the cooling method. From one individual 

test to tm.other, the insulation on the sides is varied, but not that on 

the ends. Hence the whole range of tests permits comparison of the two 

methods at a series of points corresponding to the various amount of 

insulation used on the sides. 

The ~Compaxis•':m of the two methoo8 ca:Il be carried out by noting from 

Eq. 4 and Eq. 15 that in ~11 the tests E is constant, and in any one test 

under dey c011ditions Am/Rs is con!:llt&nt for the two portions, steady state 

and cooling, s~ that a lin~r rel~tion exigts 

(17) 

which should p.s~ss throogh theJ o:d.gin. 

Smc:h comp&l'i&Joos, plottwg wr'c. &g&inst m, are presented in Figure 

5b for data b~sed oo \('"fb~T@) a.nd in Figu:re 5s; for data based on <Ts-Ta), 

for the set of tests in which both ~ and T8 are available. The data do 

fall on good str~ight linea in each ~ae, and do seem ccmpatible with a-

line through the origin. The regression line, passing through the origin, 

for least mean square deviation, has been drawn in each figure. 
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These comparison charts can be used to ~prove the extrapolations 

for We, from Figures 3b and 3s, and for me, from Figures 4b and 4s, s~ce 

the p~int We, me should also fall on the straight line. The extrapolated 

values for We and me are shown in each figure by a cross, which is near 

but not on the line. 

Standard error of esttmation has been calculated for the regression 
.. 

lines in Figures Sb and Ss: for Figure 5b, the standard error of esti-

mating m from W is 0.00070; for Figure 5s, 0.00058. The displacement of 

the extrapolated . points in each figure falls close to one standard error 

of est~te. Hence the approximations involved in the extrapolations fall 

well within the statistical group defined without such approximations. 

With the guidance of the approximate values from extrapolation, it is 

possible to take the nearest rounded values on the line as calibration 
. . 

values. The values S•:l choselnl a1re: 

Basis 

Ts 

~ 

0.11 

~ 

0.0065 

0.005 

The valmes for me are in gene~al agreement with the calculation from the 

thermal insul&tion of dry cotton, me = 0.005, discussed in Report 24 of 

this series (1) • 

Heat capacity of the syetem: 

The heat capacity, Cp, of the portion of the system for which the 

temperature change is be!ng measured in cooling, is an important part of 

the calculation of thermal resistance, by the cooling curve method. 

The heat capaci~y is made up of that of the brass cylinder and 

heater, the chamois skin and any water used in the cover. In dry condi-
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tions, calculation from weights and published heat capacities gives an 

esti.nlate of 100 g calories per degree. This value has been used in cal-

culations for dry conditions in earlier reports. 

A check on effective heat capacity can be obtained by comparison 

of thermal resistances by the two methods o The comparisons of the two 

systems of measurement, in either Figure 5b or Figure 5s, give the ratio 
-

of m to W/ Cfb ~Ta) or W/ Cf 8~Ta). Equation 17 can be rewritten: 

Cp = W/(Tb-Ta) 60 
m 2.303 x 4.186 (17) 

Taking the slope of the lines as establishing the ratio W/trb-Ta) divided 

by m, we have, b.:esed on Tb, that '1> = 105.3 gram calories per degree, and 

from Ts, that Cp = 109.5 calories per degree. These calculations are in 

general agreement with the estimate of 100 g cal per degree from weights 

and published specific heli.ts. Thus the heat capacity of th~· thermal 

reservoir ~pp~s to be n~ly the same for either site of temperature 

measu~ement» with 107 g c&l/°C. a useful rounded value for either method. 

Hell.ce the constants in Eq. 16 can be caupletely evaluated, and this equa-

tion used to det~ine Rs, the whole resistance of unit area on the sides 

of the cylinder o 

The m(()st convenient mea8ltnremextt of thennal resistance of a cloth-

ing l&ye~~ given the ~u1ib~~tion f@ctors, is to use the end loss correc-

tions on the b.!i&Jis of Tb me&J.w~red ~t the end of the cylinder, (or from T8 , 

measured at the surface) and from this establish the watts through the 

-
sides: 

Ws = w-we 

We = 0.11 CTb-Ta) 

We .., 0.09 <Ts ~Ta) 

- 17 -
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Then the thermal resistance of the sides can be calculated from the tem-

-
perature gradients between levels through which Ws must pass in series: 

Ts = surface temperature of cylinder 

Ti = interior grid beneath clothing, outside 
the grid support 

To = outer grid, outside clothing, inside the 
grid support 

Ta = air temperature 

Because the wire grids are arranged to be next to the clothing 

material, the temperature difference T8 -Ti corresponds to the thermal 

resistance of the inner sateen which carries the wires of the inner grid, 

and the temperature difference T0 -Ta corresponds to the thermal resistance 

of the outer sateen layer plus that of the air film outside the clothing. 

In calculating thermal resistance, an appropriate area must be used. 

If we consider thick clothing, or the sides as a whole, the appropriate 

area is Am as defined in Eq. 5. For the air layer outside, Rat plus the 

outer grid carrier, Rs2, a better approximation is obtained by using A2, 

the area corresponding to r2, the outside radius of the clothing measured 

over the outer grid. For the innermost: grid the appropriate area is At, 

corresponding to r1, the radius over the inner grid. On this basis, the 

whole resistance on the sides, for unit axea (1 sq. m), is: 

(20) 

If T8 is available by direct measurement or by calculation from Tb and 

the total power, W, a better measurement is obtained 

(21) 
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The empirical relation of Ts and ~' for the data shown in Figure 

2a, in which Ts wes held constant at 30.0° c. in all cases, is 

(22) 

The resistance for unit area of the first or inner grid, and the air 

layers associated with it, is 

(23) 

The reeistance for unit area of the clothing 

(%4) 

The resistance for unit .u-ea of the ootside air plus the outer grid carrier 

is 

(25) 

IV. RESULTS Fm MATERIALS 

Resu.lts for two kinde of 1a:y~a a1:e cootfil.ined in the data. One is 

the ~effis~~eme~t of ~ ~2othing l&yer, by means of the grids on each side 

of it which i&:J due(!tly re1@ted to the genEn':'al interest, the evaluation 

of clothing materi~lso Another set of layers which are measured in the 

tests a1re the const&lrit 1a;,·ez-8 ~ the ii.'!'.m.ezo grid and the outer grid plus 

sir film. The :!l:~til'l!1.ts o~ the~e ~B:l:'e <Y.1!~.y iiDldiZ"ectly concerned with the 

pect the innez and ~te~ rsBist~~es t~ be independent of the total 

r~sistance, th~t is, of thi~knese, a ~heck of this point indicates 

whether the &C!tu&l pezf~nee of the equipment corresponds to the theory 

as developed in the analysis. In principle, resistances of grid and air 

film could be subtracted from the whole resistance of the sides, to obtain 

the resistance of the clothing aloneo However, the experimental results 
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indicate that these grid and air fi~ resistance as calculated are not in 

fact independent of thickness, so, while empirical relations are avail-

able, it is better to limit the results to the more direct measurement of 

clothing layers between grids, or to the whole resistances of the assemblies • 
.. 

Resistance of inner grid: 

The measurement of Ts at the chamois surface and Ti at the inside of 

the fabric permits direct calculation of Rg2 for the inner grid. The upper 
·~ ... 

part of Figure 6 shows this in comparison with radial thickness, tndicat-

ing that Rgl appears to increase with increasing assembly thickness. The 
-

regress~on line for least mean square deviation, is: 

(26) 

The exact reasons for this lack of independence from thickness are not 

known, although same of the possibilities can be considered after examin-

ing the results for the outer l.myer, which should also be independent of 

thickness of &ssembly .. 
.. 

Resistance of outside air film and outer S!id: 

The differences between the temperature of the outer grid layer and 

the external air fuxnish an indication of the combined resistance of the 

fabric carrying the outer grid plus the resistance of the film layer of 

air outside the assembly o The lower chart in Figure 6 shows Rg2 + a.a, and 

the difference between this ar~d the corresponding observation of Rgh which 

is an esti.Inate of ~.. The least mean square regression lines are: 

Rg2 + Ra = Ooll70 + 0.0422 (r2-rl) 

R8 = Ool022 + 0.0145 (r2-rl) 

- 20 -
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Another set of data for Rg2 + Ra is available, with end loss correc-

tions based on Tb instead of Ts• The additional tests for which only data 

based on Tb are available, including ones at greater thickness, are shown 

in Figure 7, along with the regression line determined for the data based 

on Ts, from Figure 6. The regression equation for the "Tb only" data shown 
--

in Figure 7 is: 

Ols2 + Ra)Tb = 0.021 + 0.076 (r2-rt) (29) 

The fact that there is a rising trend of apparent resistance of 

the irmer grid, and of the outer grid plus air film, with increasiDg 

thickness or total resistance, indicates that the analysis of the heat 

flow in the test system is only approximate. _However, where the resist

ance of the clothing material is a major part of the whole resistance on 

the sides, useful estimates of resistance of materials can be obtained. 

While the V'ci.!;'iat:ioo. of resista.1mt:e of grid l&yers and the air film layer 

could in principle be ~~ounted for by the empirical equations, and the 

clothing m&teri~l 28Wer r~sist£nce esttm£ted by difference from the whole 

resist&~ce, this is a less desirable double approximation. 

Some of the f~ctO!.'s which may con.tribute to this lack of constancy 

-
for the "const@::il.t" 13ye:cs are~ 

L CC...w.ges of t'he:t'lllC'.l l-":'88istivity with temperature. Thermal 

resistance of air ~nd of fibe~~si~ ayst~ increases with decreasing 

tempe:ra.\tures, and thus one cooJ.d expect the outer layers of thicker 

assemblies, whi,~h c!'.l.:re oeoJi.,:ie:r:, to show inc;raaged thermal resistance. This 

is i!ll accord with observation for the outer layer, but the opposite rela-

tion holds for the inner layer, which rises in temperature as the insula-
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tion is increased. Thus while this factor could help explain the obser-

vations for the outer layers, its influence is contrary to observations 

for the inner layers. 

2. The outer air film may be thicker over thicker assemblies with 

larger surface area. This would be in the direction observed. 

3. The outer grid carrier is of constant length, and overlaps leas 

on thicker assemblies. This is, however, in the direction opposite to 

the observation. 

4. , The partition of heat flow between the ends and the sides may 

not be a simple function of the temperature difference between one point 

of measurement and the environment, as assumed. If relatively more heat 

escaped through the ends, as the insulation on the sides is increased, 

the results would show an apparent increase of thermal resistance on the 

sides, as obaexved. This suggests that the best results are those ob-

tained by using Tb for end loss corrections, and temperature differences 

fran grids for the material layer itself. 

-
Types of clothing materials examined: 

The component of the assembly which can be expected to vary in 

resistance with its thickness, and possibly with the nature of the 

material, is the resistance of the clothing material, Rc. The data on 

-
dry systems covers three types of material: wool serge, polyurethane 

foams, and polyester fiber b~tts, with thicknesses increasing in that 

order. The thickest group, the polyester fiber batts, contains two types, 

a thinner group of higher density firm batts, and a thicker group of lower 

density loose batts corresponding to different degrees of needling. 
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-
Resistance of whole gstem: limits of thickness: 

Figure 8 shows the resistance of the whole system, determined by 
. . 

the steady state method, based on Tb, so that the widest range of thick-

nesses can be considered. Figure 9 shows the whole system resistance 

determined by the cooling method for the same range of materials, also 

based on Tb· The two charts agree in showing a generally linear relation-

ship for serges, and foam layers, and some fiber batts, up to between 2 

and 3 em radial thickness, with an inereased scatter at greater radial 

thicknesses. From this it is concluded that the best range of thickness 

for the method is below 2.5 em or one inch. 

-
Foam materials : 

The polyuretlume foam materials examined rover a sufficient range 

of thickness within the optimum range to warrant calculation of a regrestlion 

equ&titml, based on obe«.-mtiCI!QS below 2 em th~ckness. Figure 10 shows Rc 

detenninedl fzoam grid tempe=atttzes Ti a!ld 'l'o in the steady state method, 

with elllld loss c·~ections b~sed on Tb• The smaller number of teats for 

whi.:h . enQ'. loaa con:ect:!<Cr.ma could be baaed em 'ls also fall in the same 

pattern. The least squarce devi£tion re~egsion equation is 

(30) 

This lime b&a be~ d::~lim in Fi~re 10 ~t ~ beta an iatercept at a positive 

value of thi~kness. 

This imicateB th&t the r~ul tbiemess appeBrs to have a definite 

value, 0.33 em, at zezoo resistmt~e of clothing material, a type of rela-

tion which should be expected, since the radial thickness includes ,the two 

grid layers, which are not contributing to the thermal resistance, Rc. 

As a check, the radial thi<~!kness of the two grid layers alone, wrapped 

on the cylinder, is found to be 0.30 em, a. good agreement. 
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The slope of the regression line establishes R1 for this material, 

as 0.30° C m2/watt em or 1.94 Clo/em, 4.92 Clo/ineh. This foam material, 

in different thicknesses, is similar to that identified as VEI-188, which 

was used in Report 25 of this series {9), which weighs 4.0 oz./yd.2, or 

135 g/m2, and has a density of 0.033 g/cm3 at 0.01 lb./in.2, 0.069 g/cm3 

at 1.0 lb./tn.2. The density during the tests varies with the number of 

layers used because of folding to small radius but the average is near to 

0.03 g/em3. 

For comparison, similar foam material has been measured on the 

guarded hot plate at Natick (10) with results ranging from 3.7 to 4.7 

elo/ineh. 

Wool serge 

Figure 11 shows, on a larger seale than Figure 10, the resistance 

observed for single and double layers of Army 16 oz. wool s·erge fabric. 

The points lie near or below the regression line determined for foam. 

If we take the base thickness as 0.33 em, one layer of serge, 

centering around 0 .45 em, has a thickness increment of 0 .12 em, and two 

layers, averaging 0.52 em total radial thickness, have an increment due 

to the two serge layers themselves of 0.19 em. 

The averages for one or two layers work out: 

Average 
Average Thickness 

Lazers Resistance Increment B.l cl!~in. °C mZ/watt °C mZ/watt em 

1 .0256 0.12 .213 3.5 

2 .0290 0.19 .152 2.5 
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This may be compared with representative values for "ordinary'' 

fabrics in the effective range of the Cenco-Fitcb and guarded bot plate 

measuring systems used at the Quartermaster Textile EngineeriDg Laboratories 

at Batick, of about 3.0 Clo/incb and 3.2 Clo/iDeb, respectively. (lOa, lOb) 

The scatter of the results on serges suggests that, as with the 

guarded hot plate, there is a low~ as well as an upper limit of thick

ness for best aeet!!r&ey using this equipment and method. The lower limit 

is probably set by the relation between variation in the included air 

spaces betwaen layers, in the wrapping, in relation ·to the total thick-

ness, and appears to lie above 0.2 em fabric thickness. In this system 

there are air spaces between the cell &l.d the inner grid, the inner grid 

and fabric, and the fab:ric and the outer grid--at least three for one 

relatively thin layer of fabric. With more fabric and no more air spaces, 

better ac~racy can be obtaiaed~ up to the pomt Where scatter becomes 

large relative to the measu~ed qwmtity, for a different reason, as will 

be shown m ciiseus:d.en of tb.iek bsf:ts • . 

lt USJ' be no~e<i that by omittbig the grid layers, and using com-

parisoras betwe~ sepm:a~e teste, ae haD ~ei:l done in earlier reports it 

is p6ssible to make "greater ~~" ~ "lsoa~ thmn" comparisons of fabric 

plus outer 8~ whi!o!h o~ ahN lii!MlJL~ ~:!ff<SZcm.ees, a.d may be less 

affected by vax-intiC!l'.ra ilrl tightn<!3e ®f wb.dblg ant! closeness of layering. 

-
Thick polyestti!r fiber ba·::te: 

· The two types of polyeater fibu b&tt: welt'e s·a.ecessive stages in . the 

compacting of a given card web by -increased needle felting. The more firm 

batt, identified as VEl 70, weighed 9.1 oz./yd.2, and had a density of 

0.023 g/c:m3 at 0.01 lb./in.2 , 0.091 g/cm3 at 1.0 lb.fJn.2. Its thickness, 
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free standing, is about 5/8 inch or 1.60 em; the density about 0.019 g/cm3. 

The loose batt had a thickness near 2 inches, free standing, and a density 

of about 0.006 .g/cm3. In use on the test cell, however, both forms of batt 
--

were considerably compressed by bending: 

Radial thickness Average 
Batt Layers (less 0.33 for grid) D"sity - em g cm3 

Firm 2 1.4 .044 
3 2.4 .039 

Loose 1 3.6 .009 
2 4.2 .015 

Figure 12 shows the thermal resistance of the two sorts of batts, 

in comparison with the regression line established for the foams, using 

the steady method with end corrections from Tb. 

The considerable scatter suggests that while there is a tendency to 

continue the general trend set by assemblies below 2 em thickness, it is 

difficult to tell from this data whether these low density, thick assem-

blies exceed in thermal insulation, as suggested by points above the 

line, or fall below it. The end correction, We, is as much as 2 or 3 

fold larger than the residue for loss through the sides, in these tests, 

so any heat leakages due to poor arrangement .such as poor contact between 

assembly and insulated ends would be very influential in lowering the 

apparent thermal. resistance. In addition, any inaccuracy of calibration 

has maximum effect at this level. For these reasons, the upper useful 

limit of clothing thickness on this equipment appears to be near 2.5 em. 
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Comparison with cooling method; accuracx: 

All of the thermal resistances discussed to this point have ~een ob-

tained by the steady state with grids on each side of the fabric. The over-

all resistance of the whole assembly can be compar~d in~eaen-t:·est, using 

the cooling method. Figure 13 shows the deviation between the whole resist~ 

ance, R8 for steady state, minus that for cooling, as based on Tb• This 

omits the measurements on low density, loose batts, for which the varia-

tions were very large. 

Figure 12 shows that up to 2 em radial thickness the differences 

between the two methods are randomly distributed on each side of zero. 

For assemblies thicker than 2 em, the cooling method tends to give resis-

tance values much larger than the steady state method, which may reflect 

a difference in the accuracy of the end loss calibrations for me used in 

the cooling method and We used in steady state. 

In the 18 sets below 2 em radial thickness, the combined positive 

deviation is 0.448, the negative 0.442°C m2/watt, indicating a balanced 

randomness. The root mean square deviation in a given test from the 

average bet:ween the two methods, is 0.035°C m2/watt or 0.2 Clo. With a 

modest replication, this can be conside~ably improved for any one material 

at one thickness. 

V. DISCUSSION 
.. 

Relation to other equipment: 

In addition to the comparisons with the Cenco-Fitch and guarded hot 

plate methods as used at the Quartermaster laboratory at Natick, it is 

known that cylinder test systems with insulated ends have been constructed 

in other laboratories (11, 12). These have been used with the assumption 
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that end loss is negligible compared with loss through the clothed sides, 

but this assumption could be tested by the method of extrapolation to 

zero value of Am/(r2-r1), using multiple layers of a given material. Such 

calibration would probably account for part of the systematic difference 

between different measuring systems which was noted by Backer and Winston 

(12) 0 

.. 
'rhermal resistance and densitx: 

Changes in density arise in the present system both in going fran 

one type of structure to another, and in changing from the greater, free 

standing thickness to the lesser thickness of a structure when bent around 

the cylinder. 

A relation of thermal resistance to density has been suggested by 

many investigators, but as noted by Morris (13) other variables prevent 

a gene1eal comparison. In the present work the variation of type of material 

and increase of experimental error with both small and large thickness 

p~event one from determining a relation with density in the exper~ental 

'results themselves. However, certain published results give an indication 

of the magnitudes which can be expected. 

Baxter (14) measured the thermal conductivity of wool felt in the 

range of densities fran 0.1 to 1.0 g/cm3, the variation i11 cleniity being 

obts.i:r.ted at nearly constant thickness by increased pressure on a greater 

number of layers. Figure 14 shows Baxter e s data (as estimated from his 

graphic presentation as conductivities) recalculated as thermal resistance. 

In the range from 0.1 to 1.0 the thermal resistance decreases with increas-

ing density, ranging fran 0.34 to 0.09°C m2/watt ~, or 5.6 to 1.5 Clo/inch. 
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Wool fibers were also packed at bulk densities below 0.1 g/cml, 

with thermal resistance decreasing as density decreased, down to the 

lowest observed density at about 0.017 g/c:m.3, as judged from the graph 

of data in Baxter's publication. The thermal resistance at the lowest ob

served density was about 4.7 clo/inch. Baxter also measured the thermal 

conductivity of air in this apparatus, and reported 5.72 x 10~5 g cal 

em/ em2 sec 8 C, in good agreement with other investigators. This would 

correspond to 0.418°C m2/watt em or 6.85 Clo/inch for air it~f, at the 

temperature of measurement, in good agreement with InternatiObal Critical 

Tables values. (15) 

Additional data is available from Speakman and Chamberlain's (16) 

measurements of loose fiber assemblies, in the same general range of 

density that Baxter used for felt. These results indicate &·decrease in 

resistance of .l5°C m2/watt em for unit change of density, in comparison 

with Baxter's result of approximately 0.27 for this slope. Speakman's 

results also suggest a small increase of conductivity or decrease of 

resistance at the very lowest p~~king density, below 0.1 g/em3. 

Randolph (17), working entirely in the low range of density, o.OlS 

to 0 .. 19 g/cm3, found increasing resistance with 11\creasing density. The· 

range used by Randolph overlaps and doubles the range of density in which 

Baxter found increase of resistance with increasing density, and so may be 

compatible, since the structural arrangement of fibers in Baxter 1 s tests 

was different at densities · above 0.1 &I cm3. However, the numerical values 

of resistances in Randolph's paper appear to be high. 
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Comparing the present tests with the results of otheJ:Swith regard to 

density, one notes that the wool serge bad a density on the order of 0.2 g/em3 

or more while the foam and the polyester fiber batts were well below 0 .1 g/ cm3, 

in the ra::age from 0.01 to 0.04 g/CJ1!.3. Thus the foam and the batt were below 

the density of maximum resistance in Baxter's results. The value for intriu-

sic resistB.lllCe of foam, at 4.9 clo/inch, does lie in the saae regioa. .aa 

Baxte='s low density wool fiber aggregates, while the range of intrinsic 

resistance found for wool s~ge (2.5 and 3.5 clo/iDch) is not out of the 

range of Baxter's valaes for felt. 

Hence it seems likely that with the very .low density f08118 and batts, 

where fairly large changes of t:h:lc knees are brought about by bending to fit 

the test ..:ylinder, the intrinsic resistances measured here may be higher than 

in the free stading condition, but that in general the direction of the effect 

of density change depends on whether the deZP.Sity is low or relatively' high, 

and requh'es to be detemained for each type of structure. 

Suggestions for improvement: 

The present equipment, with its relatively small d1~ (2 inches) was 

originally designed for comparisons of one to four or six layers of fabric 

such as serge, poplin, Ol" knit underwear. Such fabrics are not as asch 

changed as ue thicker materials, in beilllg bent to this curvature, so that 

the scale of equipment is Si'.tisfactory for the ordinary woven or knit fabric 

range. 

However, if equipment were to be specifically destgnecl for . thicker ,. 

materials such as foam or batts, a general suggestion to the desiper would be 

to use a larger radius of curvature to reduce the changes of thiclmus &114 

density between the free staacling cODclitioa. aDd the coaclition durin& the tut. 

A larger ratio of area of sides to area of eads, or more effec~tt~;'<::: · inaulation 

or guard rings on the ends would also be helpful with the thicker materials 

which are higher in thermml resistance. 
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Figure 1, Report 31. Sketch ot arm used in cold wind tunnel tests. I and II designate insulat
ing blocks at each end of the brass cylinder, l;hich extends into the blocks. Clothing is wr:apped 
on the sides of the cylinder b~tuee.n the blocks. 
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Figun"' 2a, Report 31. Difference between ter.tperature measured at Ts on 
the side of the cylinder and Tb mensured at the end of the cylinder. 
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Figure 2b, Report 31. Analogy between flow of heat in the measuring 
system, and flow of electricity in the·Wheatstone bridge, The · 
highest potential, Th, is the temperature of the heater; Tb is measured 
on the end·, and T8 on the side of the cylinder; Ta is the temperature 
of the cold air, lb and 1$ are thermal resistances inside the system, 
between heater and points of temperature measurement; Eb and Es are 
external thermal resistances. G, the galvanometer in the electrical 
analog corresponds to temperature difference T6 -Tb• 
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Figure 14, Report 31. Resiatanc:e of \>7ool fiber in <relation to density. 
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